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The EIB: the EU Bank
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European Investment Bank

‣

Investing in Europe’s
growth since 1958

‣

Shareholders: 28 EU
Member States

‣

EUR 78.2 bn in total
financing in 2017

‣

Some 450 projects each
year in over 160
countries

‣

Around 90% of lending is
within the EU

‣

HQ in Luxemburg, 40
local offices

EIB Group lending in 2017
Environment

Infrastructure

Innovation

SMEs

EUR

EUR

EUR

EUR

16.7bn

18bn

13.8bn

29.6bn
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Eligible sectors for CE financing
• Environment – CE projects help the environment
by reducing consumption of virgin raw materials
and reducing emissions to water, air, soil
• Innovation – CE projects often comprise
innovative technologies or business models
• Support to SMEs – CE projects are often
implemented by SMEs
The EIB Circular Economy Guide:
Definition of 15 generic circularity categories
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EIB Circularity Categories

Circular strategies

Reduce (through redesign)

Reuse, repair, refurbish.
remanufacture, repurpose

*

Recycle,
recover (energy) *

All strategies

*

* Excluding energy recovery
from incineration or other forms
of thermal treatment of mixed
wastes, plastics and fuels
produced therefrom
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EIB Financing Instruments
Overview
DIRECT
FINANCING

• Large projects (loans typically > EUR 25m, but can be
lower in special cases)
• Large SMEs, Mid-Caps and Corporates, but also
National/Local Authorities
• Direct Senior and Subordinated Loans
• Quasi Equity

INTERMEDIATED
FINANCING

• Small projects (loans typically < EUR 7.5m)
• Via banks, investment platforms and funds
• Loans and guarantees

EIB finances only sound & bankable projects, with
increased capacity to lend to higher risk projects thanks to
InnovFin / EFSI
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EIB Financing Instruments
Direct Financing
Regular EIB /
EFSI loan

• Single projects or multi-annual, multi-component
investment programmes (“framework loans”)
• Loan amounts typically > EUR 25m but can be several
hundreds

Venture debt
(InnovFin /
EFSI)

• Innovative high risk projects (including technological
and business model innovation)
• “Large” SMEs and Mid-Caps up to 3,000 FTEs
• Loan amounts typically between EUR 7.5m-25m

EIB finances max. 50% of Project
EIB performs due diligence on borrower and Project
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EIB Financing Instruments
Indirect Financing

Loans

• Dedicated financing line towards bank, which is used for onlending at reduced interest rate to ‘eligible’ SMEs / Mid-Caps
• EIB monitors on-lending
• Examples in Benelux
• Rabobank Impact Loan for SMEs and MidCaps III – EUR 200m
• Belfius Smart Cities Climate & Circular Economy – EUR 200m

Guarantees

• For innovative or higher risk SMEs the EIF has InnovFin SME
Guarantee and COSME guarantee, for innovative Mid-Caps the
EIB has the InnovFin Mid-Cap Guarantee and EFSI
• Guarantee for up to 50% of credit risk

EIB performs due diligence on intermediary and its lending procedures
EIB has no contractual relationship with final beneficiaries
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European Investment Advisory Hub
Investment Plan for Europe

Create an investment‐
friendly environment

Support investment in
the real economy

Mobilise EUR 500bn of
additional financing

through improvements of
the European regulatory
environment

through the
European Investment
Advisory Hub
and the European
Investment Project Portal

through the European Fund
for Strategic Investments
(EFSI)

A joint initiative
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European Investment Advisory Hub
Advisory services across all phases of the project cycle

Who can contact the Advisory Hub for support?
Managing Authorities

Private companies

Public companies

Member States

Municipalities

Public authorities

National Promotional Banks & Institutions

Financial Intermediaries
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Advisory support for the CE
An integrated approach
Advisory support

Awareness raising

 Support in CE project pipeline
development
 Review circular projects, identification of
gaps/ weaknesses, advise on
Guidance/
coaching
improvements
 Advise on financing options within and
outside the EIB Group
 Facilitate contacts to relevant market
actors

 Improve Project
Soundness/Bankability

Support to
CE
Finance

Knowledge
developme
nt / sharing

(e.g. Circular Bio-economy IP)
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 Knowledge sharing & capacity building
(e.g. in conferences)
 Prepare studies to identify market
barriers and funding gaps

Transfer of
Lessons
Learned

Financing
 Leverage horizontal (market) studies
to further define funding gaps

Develop / Enhance
Financial Instruments

 Improve framework conditions for
financing (e.g. through involvement in
multi-stakeholder CE forums)

 Where necessary, recommend
internal EIB-managed instruments
and/or Investment Platforms (IP)

Enhance Knowledge /
Market Intelligence
(e.g. Access-to-finance studies)

 Structure/implement IP that mobilise
public/private investors
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GreenFiber International SA
a recycling and circular economy project (Romania)
EIB financing: EUR 7.5m loan
Total investment cost: ca. EUR 22.7m

Investments to increase the promoter's capacity for:
 collection of recyclable materials


production of polyester staple fibre (PSF) from
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) flakes



recycling of waste electric and electronic
equipment (WEEE)

The project will contribute to the
creation of 280 full-time jobs
and will increase amount of
waste collected and processed
by over 50 000 tonnes per year

in support of the transition to a circular economy and
attainment of national recycling targets
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Sociedad Anónima Industrias Celulosa Aragonesa
a recycled paper and circular economy project (Spain)
EIB financing: EUR 70m loan
Total investment cost: ca. EUR 150m



SAICA is one of Spain’s main corrugated
cardboard producers.



The project aims at upgrading two production
lines at SAICA's containerboard production
facility at El Burgo de Ebro, Spain.



Production of 270,000 tpa of new low-weight
"liner" containerboard products with superior
mechanical and printing qualities.
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The project will help the
promoter to complement its
feedstock with recycled fibre
which it was not able to use
before. The use of recycled fibre
as raw material improves
resource efficiency following the
principle of the circular
economy.
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EcoTitanium
recycling of scrap titanium metal and titanium alloys (France)
EIB financing: EUR 30m loan
(backed by EFSI guarantee)
Total investment cost: ca. EUR 48m



EcoTitanium comprises the first EU industrial
plant to recycle and re-melt aviation-grade scrap
titanium metal and titanium alloys, which today
has to be exported outside Europe.



The project will enable the recycling of valuable
metal scraps



EcoTitanium uses the latest technology in
plasma and vacuum furnaces, which are more
energy efficient than other melting furnaces.
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The project contributes to the circular
economy by recycling an important
metal and distributing it back into the
manufacturing process.
The project also helps reducing
emissions because of recycling
process.
The project will also create at least 60
highly qualified jobs.
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De Lage Landen
Circular Leasing Facility, L4SMEs-MidCaps (Netherlands/Belgium)
EIB loan: EUR 100m



DLL is a global vendor finance company with
more than EUR 30 billion in assets.



This project comprises the first intermediated
loan to co-finance the expansion of DLL’s 2nd and
3rd life equipment financing.



This circular leasing facility provides customers
access to 2nd/3rd life equipment finance and
facilitates the remanufacturing or refurbishment
of used assets through DLL’s Life Cycle Asset
Management (LCAM) programme.



EIB defined criteria with which a circular
transaction must comply.
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By offering these financing solutions,
DLL encourages customers to lease
(use) rather than purchase (own) their
assets thus leading to more sustainable
circular economy business models.
Managing assets throughout extended
life results in less waste and reduced
financing needs.
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Green Metropole Fund
a regional IP to support projects/businesses in the Amsterdam Area
EIB financing: EUR 40m loan
(backed by EFSI guarantee)
Target fund size: EUR 100m
Target investment mobilized: EUR 400m



Cornerstone investors: Port of Amsterdam
(EUR 20m) and Nationaal Groenfonds (EUR 4m)
+ additional private investors (banks, corporates)



Private fund manager with ample experience in
similar funds



Targeting small, mature projects by SMEs,
with well proven technologies, in the fields of






circular economy / bio-based economy
RES & EE
industrial resource efficiency

Instruments: senior and subordinated debt and
equity (to small extent)
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The operation represents a new model of
leveraging public financing introduced in
the Netherlands with additional private
capital introduced at fund and project
level (75% of project cost in average)
High social/environmental impact via
carbon savings, resource savings, waste
reduction and employment
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In summary, EIB supports the CE by…
• …helping bridge financing gaps and catalyse
investments in CE through EFSI/InnovFin and other
risk sharing instruments
• … advising on CE project scoping/structuring/financing
to improve their bankability
• … contributing to awareness building on CE
• … networking with relevant partners to support
consensus-building and decision-making on actions to
support CE projects
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Thank you for your attention!
For more information on the…
EIB in the Circular Economy:
http://www.eib.org/en/projects/initiatives/circulareconomy/index.htm
EIAH Advisory on Circular Economy:
http://eiah.eib.org/about/initiative-circular-economy.htm
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